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04. AUTHORITY CONTENT 
EXPLAINED

Authority isn’t some mystical force that people either have or don’t have. It’s based on real, 
tangible elements that you can build or acquire to establish yourself in that position. Authority 
Content is simply the act of generating these elements and promoting them in a smart, system-
atic and scalable fashion.

I’m hoping that by now, you’ve already intuited what Authority Content is and speculated 
about how it works, but let me give you the full definition…

“Authority Content is the act of consistently creating and distributing helpful information and 
stories to gain attention, engagement and trust, for a clearly defined audience, with the objective 
of identifying who will benefit from your products and services.”

That’s a bit of a mouthful, so let’s unpack that definition.
First of all, notice that Authority Content requires consistent action. Doing one round of 

videos or blog posts, for instance, isn’t enough. Your content needs to be shared, steadily and 
consistently. That doesn’t mean spending thousands of hours generating content. It’s not about 
quantity, it’s about consistency. If you only produce 12 pieces of content this year (and I’m going 
to show you how to easily repurpose it into way more than that), you’d be far better off releasing 
this content at the rate of one a month, rather than publishing it all in one go.

Notice also that the information you’re creating and distributing is helpful. This is a big 
change for some old-school SEO practitioners. So, if that’s you, start getting yourself into a 
mental attitude where you can let go of some old habits. Producing content is no longer just 
about satisfying Google; your content must be high quality with answers to the very specific 
questions that your clients and prospects are asking.

Great content marketed effectively will give you people’s attention. A consistent flow of in-
formation that is genuinely useful and relevant will help you establish engagement. Authority 
Content takes it one step further and also seeks to gain the trust of that audience by attracting 
only those who are really going to benefit from your product or service.

The fact is, your products and services aren’t for everyone. Sure you might be able to help 
a large group, but no solution is a perfect fit for everyone. This is really key, because as deter-
mined as you are to sell your product or service to the people who will benefit from it, you must 
be equally determined not to sell to those who aren’t a good fit.

The Internet is just too transparent to get away with taking people’s money and leaving them 
to discover that they probably would have been better taking a different route. If you sell some-
one on your product or service but don’t meet their needs, word travels quickly. As a result, 
your ability to gain the market’s trust and elevate yourself as an industry authority will be 
severely limited.
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Turning Away Customers
A little while ago I had a phone call from a business coach who wanted me to “sell him” on 

the idea of SEO and why he should work with my company. Instead, after gaining a proper 
understanding of what his business needed, I “unsold him” and recommended he take his 
marketing down a completely different path.

Did he find that a little weird? Absolutely, but after talking things through, it became clear 
traditional SEO wasn’t the best solution for him at that time. Just like a doctor, I first sought to 
understand his symptoms and then I prescribed the medicine that would help him the most… 
even though that didn’t include our products or services! I also demonstrated to him that he 
could trust me and that I’m not in it for the quick buck. I only want to work with those whom 
I know I can help.

Now, every time this chap shares this “weird” story with his friends, colleagues and clients, my 
position as an authority is reinforced and he feels comfortable referring people to me, knowing 
I’m only going to do what’s best for his clients. Obviously this changes the whole dynamic. It is 
just one small step towards becoming an authority.

Side note: Curious to hear an interview with this business owner?
Visit: http://www.melbourneseoservices.com/business-accelerator/
So, what causes one person to be seen as the industry leader rather than ‘just another compa-

ny’ in an overcrowded marketplace? What elements build up someone’s authority?
Clearly there are a variety of factors but let’s take a look at the three major elements you can 

use like a checklist to shortcut your road to authority.

Factor #1 – Core Authority
Core Authority is the most crucial of the three and requires some ongoing work. In short, it’s 

about understanding your target market’s problems and having the ability to articulate them 
better than they can. In this way, the assumption is also made that you must know the solution.

If you genuinely have knowledge, skills and expertise in your market, this should be a rel-
atively easy task. Ask anyone who has worked in, and has a passion for a particular industry, 
what problems are faced by their clients, and you’ll find they’ll be able to tell you without hav-
ing to refer to any notes. They just know and they can articulate this in great detail.

If you feel that your knowledge of your market is not quite up to that level, you either need to 
get your head down and study until you do, or you need to bring someone into your business 
who already has that level of expertise.

This is important because Authority Content isn’t a “fake it till you make it” exercise. You 
can’t establish authority for a person or a business that has nothing authoritative to offer people.

Step one of Core Authority is having a depth of understanding and to truly know your market 
and the issues it faces. Step two is about having a body of work to deliver that message. Having 
a good amount of content, whether it’s emails, blog posts, videos, podcasts or any or all of the 
above, shows you’re more than a “fly by night, make a quick buck” operator. It shows you’re in 
it for the long term.

With a large body of work your knowledge seeps into every type of communication that you 
engage in and on a subconscious level (or even on a conscious level), your audience will have a 
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strong sense that you “get” them. They will see that you understand their experiences and their 
challenges – and the further they research you or your business the more this is reinforced.

Authorities have opinions, authorities educate, and authorities care about their community. 
You need a body of work that demonstrates these qualities. It will grab attention, engage people 
and earn people’s trust.

Factor #2 – Website Authority
Adjusting your website to reflect your authority may sound obvious but it’s too crucial a 

factor for it to go without saying. The fact is, these days, before someone does business with 
you, one of the first things they’re going to do is Google you and your business and study your 
website to see if there is a congruent message to match what they know about you already.

Which means – surprise, surprise – your website needs to have the content we talked about 
in core authority (e.g. blog posts, videos, podcasts) and it needs to be professionally displayed.

A skinny website with an “About Us” page and a list of your products or services isn’t going 
to get the job done. It starts with telling great stories. People in all cultures, engage with stories 
and it always surprises me that people don’t use this approach more. An “About Us” page that 
tells the owner’s personal journey and experiences through the market is always going to be 
more effective than a dry discourse on the year the firm was established, the awards it has won 
and so on.

If you’ve ever watched any of my videos or read any of my articles you’ll already know that I 
use story telling in all my communication. It’s one of the ways I’m able to differentiate myself 
from my competitors. My visitors can quickly learn about who I am, how I got to where I am 
and see the proof I have the business chops to help them.

Sharing relatively personal information about my career and my life presents me as an open 
and honest person and really helps to boost the “trust” element of my authority. This isn’t a fake 
or calculated effort to convince people that I’m trustworthy – people see through that – but by 
just being willing and able to tell my story, I can share something that people can relate to.

Telling stories is easy. We all know how to do it, instinctively. Copywriting is hard to do and 
takes time to learn, but we all know how to tell our stories and it’s just a matter of getting it 
down in writing or on video. Once again, if you know your market and you have experiences to 
share, simply relating them to your target audience will create a real affinity.

However, Website Authority isn’t just about telling stories and demonstrating your Core 
Authority – it also includes how you present your information. You don’t need to break new 
ground and create a website that is some kind of technological miracle but it must be smart, 
professional-looking and above all, consistent.

Apple is a great example of this consistency in its marketing. Whether you’re watching an 
Apple video, browsing the Apple website, or reading an email from Apple, everything about 
Apple is congruent. Style, voice and even font, are all consistent and are quickly identifiable as 
coming from the same source. There’s no point in building an extensive body of helpful content 
if people can’t connect the dots and recognise that it’s coming from the same brand, whether 
that’s you or your business.

You can’t position yourself as an authority if your content isn’t marketed in a way that ties it altogether. 
So, don’t neglect the layout and styling of your website. Invest in it, test it and polish it to a high sheen.
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Factor #3 – Social Authority
Social Authority is the third component and presents proof of your authority. It’s someone 

else – whether a customer or another recognised authority – standing up and saying that you’re 
an expert and you’re someone who is deserving of people’s attention, engagement and trust.

One of my favourite ways to demonstrate Social Authority is with case studies that tell stories 
about a specific customer. A visitor comes along and reads a story about one of your customers 
who was going through exactly the same problems that they’re currently facing. They learn 
about the steps you took to help them overcome their obstacles and it’s only natural then to 
visualise what it would be like for them to experience the same assistance.

This social proof is powerful, really powerful. A case study, related clearly and honestly, 
demonstrates to your visitors that you have what they’re looking for.

So where do these case studies and testimonials come from? Occasionally someone will offer 
you one but if you want to create an overwhelming collection from a wide variety of people, 
you’re going to have to ask for them.

Depending on your cultural background and your personality type, this might be difficult 
for you to do, but you’re going to have to suck it up and get used to doing it. The truth is that, 
if you’re worthy of being an authority in your space because your products and services are of 
a high quality and deliver on the promises made by your marketing, most people are delighted 
to provide you with a written or video testimonial.

I believe gathering case studies needs to be woven directly into your work processes, so you 
don’t even have to think about it. Every time you satisfy a customer, the next step in your work-
flow should be to ask them if they’ll jump on Skype with you and record a testimonial. It’s one 
of the best ways to quickly build trust and be viewed as an authority.

It makes sense when you think about it. You don’t have to tell people you’re an authority 
when you’ve got dozens of people who are willing to say it for you.

I’ve collected over 200 testimonials for my businesses and it’s reached the point where it just 
made sense to collate them altogether onto one website (www.daveraves.com).

I don’t expect people to read or watch every testimonial but being able to point people to a 
site where they can find this huge volume of Social Authority, is incredibly powerful.

Yes, it takes a while to get to this number of testimonials but like everyone else who collects 
testimonials, I started out with just one. So start collecting testimonials today.

As you can see, Social Authority is about showcasing the fact that other people already know, 
like and trust you.

Another way to do this is to link to your active social media profiles – the ones where you’ve 
taken the time to build a reasonable number of followers and engagement. Linking to your 
Facebook page that has 1,000 likes doesn’t, on its own, establish you as an authority, but it’s 
another piece of the puzzle. It shows that others already care enough to listen to what you have 
to say and it shows you’re a helpful, useful, relevant and an authoritative business.
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Your “Authority Scoreboard”
I’ve grouped authority areas into three broad categories. In practice, your customers judge 

your level of authority on a myriad of different factors but they all primarily come under these 
three headings. On a subconscious level, your customers score you based on each of these 
factors, totalling these up on their internal “Authority Scoreboard” and adopting a view of you 
and your business based on the sum of these elements.

If I were to list every possible factor that impacts your “Authority Score,” not only would this 
book be twice as thick, it would also be deeply discouraging, representing a level of work that 
most of us do not have the resources to tackle.

But, here’s the secret…
Each authority factor carries a different weight. One endorsement from an existing authority, 

for example, could be worth ten times more points on your scoreboard than having a profes-
sionally-designed logo on your website’s homepage.

The key is to identify the factors that carry the highest number of authority points in relation 
to the amount of time and money required to integrate them into your business and marketing 
strategy. This is what Authority Content does so well because, as you’ll see in the next section, 
it allows you to hit the maximum number of these authority factors all at once!

We’ve completed a pretty comprehensive overview of what Authority Content is, why it 
works and how it works. Starting in the very next section, we’re going to begin working our 
way through the specific, practical steps you need to take to put this system into practice within 
your business.
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Chapter 4 Exercise
You’re going to give yourself a head start on some of the steps described in the remainder of 

this book by taking an inventory of your existing authority assets and keeping it handy while 
you read the remaining pages. You may already have a lot of existing content that can be repur-
posed without the need to start from scratch.

Depending on the size of your business, you may be able to make this list of assets on your 
own or you may need to enlist the help of one or more of your colleagues. Either way the exer-
cise is simply to list everything physical and digital that you own that is, in one form or another, 
a type of marketing asset. Here are a few examples to get you thinking along the right lines:

• Customer feedback emails

• Unused video footage (interviews, seminars, testimonials, case studies, etc.)

• Unpublished articles

• Articles published in print media (such as local press)

• Awards or accolades that you or your business have won

• Photos of your business or of industry-related events you’ve attended.

Many businesses have collected a wealth of what I call “Authority Assets” and don’t even 
realise what they are or why they’re of value. Don’t worry if you’re struggling to understand why 
these assets are important; you will soon enough. For now, just make the list and keep it handy.
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David’s impressive journey begins as an author and coach to hundreds of day traders back 
in his early 20’s. Perfecting his analytical eye from stock market trading, he was able to quickly 
see – and snap up – business opportunities all around him.

His business experience spans from one-off windfall projects (such as selling the Melbourne 
Cricket Ground - MCG), to developing and franchising retail stores, building a multi-million 
dollar portfolio of over 500 domains and websites, to turning his real world promotional skills 
into successful online marketing systems.

Some years on, David now focus on his renowned SEO and web video companies: Melbourne 
SEO Services and Melbourne Video Productions. Together his companies help businesses grow 
through innovative online marketing systems.

Recognized as a high achieving entrepreneur and online marketer, David has been asked to 
keynote countless conferences and seminars including TEDx and Digital Marketing Summit 
Australia. He has been featured in dozens of publications, including Australian Financial Re-
view and Smart Investor and also featured in other media such as Nova radio and Channel 9’s 
Today Show.

David’s fun and approachable personality, yet seriously impressive business background, en-
sures he relates to a wide variety of audiences – and keeps them on the edge of their seats with 
his captivating anecdotes. David’s life is one of dedication, passion and the desire to learn; and 
those who seek the same triumphs are motivated by his story.



WHAT HAVE PEOPLE BEEN SAYING 
ABOUT AUTHORITY CONTENT?

If you are looking to build your expert positioning within your industry, ‘Authority Content’ 
will show you the way. One of the best marketing books I’ve read in a very long time.

Joe Vitale, author of The Awakened Millionaire and Hypnotic Writing

As Tony Robbins says, “Ask a better question and you’ll get a better answer.” Authority Content forces you to 
ask the important, difficult questions about your content marketing strategy, and because of this, it helps you 
get to the core of how to accomplish what you really want with your marketing.

Stephan Spencer, co-author of The Art of SEO, co-author of Social eCommerce and author of Google Power Search

I spent years thinking I had a good marketing strategy until Dave taught me the Authority Content model. 
It has catapulted me into “Authority” status and the growth of my business has followed suit. This is a game 
changer and comes with actual practical things to do, rather than just a whole lot of bloated theory.

Troy Dean, founder of WP Elevation

David Jenyns really is the authority on content - and this book proves it. Smart, totally relevant and immea-
surably practical, ‘Authority Content’ is a book of great value’.

Andrew Griffiths, Australia’s #1 Small Business Author

In an ever increasing noisy world of marketing promotions and content it is only becoming more and more 
difficult to get your brand seen and heard by potential clients and customers. In this book Dave will show you 
the secret weapon on how to actually cut through all the noise and CRUSH it in business. I’ve seen him to 
do it time and time again, and there is a strong reason everyone knows him as the go to SEO guy. One word. 
AUTHORITY.

Nathan Chan, publisher of Foundr Magazine

Despite the ever changing nature of online marketing, the constructs found in Authority Content will stand 
the test of time. David Jenyns wisely takes a holistic approach to marketing rather than chasing the latest shiny 
object.

Erik Qualman, #1 Bestselling & Pulitzer Prize Nominated Author

I whole heartedly believe in the principles of this book. It has taken me from zero to a multiple seven figure 
business. Now it’s your turn to discover how to use Authority Content to transform your business and personal 
success.

Dale Beaumont, founder & CEO of Business Blueprint



Powerful info for business owners looking for a strategic marketing advantage without a big budget. Helps 
you gain and maintain attention, engagement and trust.

Jonathan Mizel, founder of Email Traffic Academy

If you are trying to market a business online without being an authority in your niche, you’re just wasting 
your time. In this quick, but information packed read, David explains his approach to creating authority, why 
it works, and the simple action steps any business owner can take right now to make it happen. His definition 
of “Authority Content” (see page 19) is very much what we teach as well and his story-based presentation style 
makes for an easy and enjoyable read. For the newcomer or anyone struggling with marketing, this book is a 
must read, but even if you are already doing Content Marketing or Inbound Marketing, the couple hours it will 
take to read this book is well worth your time.

Leslie Rohde, co-founder of The Marketer’s Braintrust

Dave has built a fantastic system to help almost anyone in any industry rise above the masses & get atten-
tion… possibly the greatest commodity in today’s busy world. Dave’s a deep-thinker, a fanatical implementer & 
a great friend. Read this book. It will change how you look at your brand & your business.

Mike Rhodes, founder of WebSavvy, PPCsavvy & AgencySavvy

There’s never been a better time to market your business. Authority Content is living proof of that. Read it. 
Do it.

Tim Reid, host of The Small Business Big Marketing Show

Content has always been the best form of marketing. Jay Abraham called it ‘preselling’ well before the advent 
of the internet. Jenyns has defined it for a new generation of business owners, as a driver of web-traffic, as a tool 
to capture leads, as a mechanism for delivering exceptional customer service.

James Tuckerman, publisher of Anthill Magazine

Every single marketing effort I’ve made in the last 5 years has been to achieve one thing, authority. Using 
content marketing, I’ve managed to do that and launch a string of successful companies from online services, 
to memberships to local bricks and mortar businesses. There’s always been a lot of noise in the SEO world, but 
as Dave Jenyns points out in ‘Authority Content’, focusing on producing quality content and building authority 
is one that never gets old. If you want to build your authority, your trust, reputation and your Google Rankings, 
Authority Content is where it’s at.

Dan Norris, co-founder WPcurve

I’ve known and watched David’s work for years and can confirm, he’s better then the real deal and someone 
“I” follow and have learned a ton from through the years! Authority Content is extremely well thought out, 
proven and perhaps his best work. You’re going to love it.

Dori Friend, founder SEO Nitro

One of the most refreshing marketing books I’ve read in a long time. Clear, concise, actionable and useful 
for anyone who markets online.

Bart Baggett, author of Success Secrets of the Rich and Happy.



The web changes all the time. The trick is to know where its heading and be positioned ahead of the curve. 
David Jenyns has done exactly that with Authority Content. This is modern SEO at it’s very finest. It changes 
the way you think and behave about content and search. Its a must read for any digital marketer or business 
owner marketing online.

Greg Cassar, CEO of Collective.com.au

David Jenyns has long been one of my go-to contacts for advice on content marketing, especially anything to 
do with video and search engine optimisation. I was so pleased to see he has taken his knowledge and experi-
ence helping clients and created this ground-breaking book on Authority Content. If you’re looking to attract 
customers to your online business and become a leading authority online, this is a must-read.

Yaro Starak, founder of Entrepreneurs-Journey.com

David Jenyns is one sharp marketer. Do yourself a favour, read this book from cover to cover and take mas-
sive action - you’ll thank me later!

Adam Houlihan, author of Social Media Secret Sauce & The LinkedIn Playbook.

I know authority content works because I’ve seen it first hand. David runs a smooth operation from record-
ing workshops, to turning them into products, to sharing the content around the web. This isn’t a theoretical 
book - Authority Content is a proven recipe for building maximum trust in minimum time. Every business 
owner should be applying this system.

Chris Mosely founder of The Cluster Co Working Space

Authority Content is not a book about content or authority! Finally, a book with a systemic step-by-step 
process about how to establish your reputation and trust with your market. Remember, your authority follows 
a power law… a very small select group get all of the spoils of reputation. Use this book to dramatically increase 
your odds of being in this small group.

Nikesh Thakorlal, founder of ArchitectureOfPersuasion.com
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